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I. INTRODUCTION

1. The forking Group on Censuses of Population and Housing met in Addis

Ababa fro;:. 21 to 29 Jun^ 19&5* It .-.Ti3 c.mv;-nel by the. .JaonojLic Commission.

for Africa in co-opor-::tion .'.'ith t>K. United Nations Statistical Office and

the Bureau of 'Jechnico.l Assistance Operations.

2. The i-Jorkin., Crroun, the fi-r.t of its kind in the 23gions met primarily

to review the special rucuirGciionts of "African countries" for data on popu

lation and housing, to examine ihe draft versions of the U.S. Principles

and RccommendationG for the 1^70 round of censuses of population

and housing -j.nd iheir adaptation to African conditions and to consider the

formulation of a regional programme of \rork in this respect- Tho provisional

agendaj approved without am^ridiiients is shown in Annex I.

3. The met tine v-as attended "by participants from -.thiopia, jhana, Guinea,

Madagascar, -loroecoy Nigeria^ Sudan, United :iTrJj Ro^ublir,5 Trance and United

Kingdom as vroJ 1 is rt.present~.tives of ILO and the U,!T, Uorth African Demo

graphic Trainin-r Sc Research Centre. The list of p ,;,rticipunts and the list

of documents are given in Annexes 11 .nd 111 rospuctivoly.

4. I'he rncetin-;? vas opened "by ;Ir« R.i'w i. Gardiner, .^ucutive Secretary of

the Economic Comiriisoion for Africa. 'The text of his statement is given in

Annex III. Xir. Mursi (Sudan) and Nr. Curtis (Guinea) wore unanimously

elected Chairman ..nd Vice" Chairman respectively.
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. CSIJSUS^S OF POPULATION

Ihrperiencc of the period ^

5- The Working Group in reviewing the experiences of African countries in

the I960 '[oriel Census Programme noted that almost every country of the region

had conducted a national consul or sample survey of population, a number of

thorn for the first time in their history- The decade 1955-^4 was? therefore,

a period of considerable development in the' collection of the data urgently

needed for economic and social planning and for demographic research..... It .was

realized, however,, that there were scveraly limiting factors - in particular

scarcity of qualified staff> difficulties of climate and of terrain, ~nd

dispersion of settlement - which had made it impossible- in many instances

to design these inquiries in full accordance with modern scientific standards,,

6. As a result, there were countries which had conducted a nationwide 3ample

survey rather than a complete enumeration. £ven then;, local difficulties had

imposed the further n^-i d for economy of resources and ^ number of these surveys

had "been spread over time,, the various regions being covered successively until

national coverage was ■;chievsd. Tonals had posed special problems and in some

cases had been omitted from the census or sample survey.

7. The- proui^i,-- specific to the* African region were emphasized in the

discussion, summarized in the following' paragraphs>on the planning and conduct

of the population censuses and surveys of the last ten years.

8. Type of enumeration. Administrative listings-, "censuses by assembly"

and grouped enumerations ;;ere considered by the ''forking Group as being inadequate

to produce reliable data on the rang.j of demographic9 social and economic

topics usually investigated in a cunsuso Grouped enumeration was a technique

which offered economies, particularly in \rocessing, in countries where resources

wore minimal^ its principal limitation was the restricted number of characteri

stics which could be cross-classified as in the- more conventional individual

enumeration.
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9- froblen;^ 01 ti:nin.-e Vith sufficient c-iro, it should "be" {'ossibl'e to

time the census or. the day of th-^ rfeck and in the month of the year whun ■

movement of the populstion i-" at a minimum. It v/ould be ideal if the

actual enumeration could bo completed m one day but it; ■■ths recognized that

it might be impossible to achieve this becousc of the large numbers of field

T'/orkers'T;ho ■'■■■jould be recuired^ the necessity for call-backs^ utc.

10. Problems of popul at ion coverage. Conij: 1 eteness of coverage could be

attained only by minute attention to the details of planning the enumeration.

It was of fundamental importance that governments should TUCbgnizc'the" heed

for complete and up-to-date lists of localities or of small administrative

units as a base for the census operation. Ttu. importance of mapping was

also stressed^ both-for the division of each country into census districts

and enumeration aroas and also for the establishment of, :the details, of each

enumeration area. Mapping is both time-consuming and expensive but it was

generally felt that simplified maps of enumeration .--reas would be valuable

for the census itself and for later re-identification of the areas. Never

theless , it might be beyond the resources of some countries to produce " such

maps 5, and a description of the enumeration areas might be used instead.

11. Use of sampling. Sampling had "a^'-jn used in various stages of the censuses

of the past tcn-yoar periecu in jre-testings in the basic enumeration or as

an adjunct to a (simple) complete enumeration, in post-enumeration 'field checks,

in quality control of processing and at the tabulation stage. Several countries

which had conducted a sample survey plan to conduct a complete enumeration in the

1970 census decade.

12. Recruitment and training. The Working Group expressed'serious concern at

tho lack of qualified personnel at all levels. . Recruitment "from abroad -was

expensive and did not solve the long-term problem. It tfas recommended that

steps be taken by each Government to obtain United Nations and bilateral

assistance in order to overcome this, basic difficulty, which 'is almost general

in the countries .of the region.
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13". iM^proc^ssing. ^ The 7orkin,-; O-roup recognized the problems which had

been encountered at all st^ca - editing, coding, programming "'Wmachin^

running - and noted the delays likely to lead to late publication of results.

The advantages of hand-counts for certain simpl. tabulations were ^Iso notod.

Sevur^l countries are on tho point of.installing computers and would therefore

need tc bc^in th^ir census planning early enough to allow for the time

required for programming, FossibZe economies of time might bo effected in

the future through international co-operation. ■■ '

Principles for the 1S70 censuses

Uo Having roviowed national experience with the population censuses and-'

surveys conducted between 1955 and 19-64, the forking Group turned its attention

to iter.; 2 of the agenda namely, consideration of the Principles and Recom

mendations for a Fopulation Census- Draft Recommendations for the 1970 Censuses

(UF document ^/CN.3/330). This i, the preliminary draft of recommendations

being developed at the international level for world-wide uso irtiich, in the

absence of prior regional recommendations, was to servo as a guide for the

discussions of the Working Group in its attempt to b.gin formulation of an'

African programme for the 1970 censuses.

15. It [fas points out that th, 197c Torlrt Recommendations wore, the third

in a n.rios which had b.gm: .itxi tho^ duv.lop.d by tho United Nations to

guide countries in the talcirr; of their 1950 censuses These first recom

mendations were further ac-pxed xo diverse country conditions for the i960

censuses, at which time emphasis vr-s given to improving both the quantity

and quality of census results .-nd the methods of census taking.

16. It was emphasized that the document 2/01^3/330 was. based .directly on"

tho experience of countries with the i960 censuses, as reflected in the analyses

prepared by the regional economic commissions and the Inter-American Statistical

Institute, supplemented by a continuous study of methods carried out by the

Statistical Office of the Unitod Nations. The 1970 Recommendations also took

account of the considerations and recommendations' relating to the 1970 censuses,

of the Conferences of European Statisticians ^nd the Conference of Asian

Statisticians, as well as those of their respective forking Groups on Censuses

of Fopulation and Housing. The draft therefore was considered to be

sufficiently broadly based to serve ,;s a basis for discussion in the African

context.
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17. ** Orou, a«*~d-thai «incipleS. set fort, in this Po=* of the document
»n v htt licabie to thr 'irican region, if amended slightly as

were generally ap^ncaoie io . , . , . - ^

„

tion of data on age and sex: -,nd (,d, . + . - „

thc recognized defxeioncics of both census data and vita! stages xn

coun^ri^ of the African region.

18 The pro.lc, of ,nura,rating no.ads was partxcularly stressed in connexion

wlth this part of tno discussion and attention was drawn to the Bpod-X -paper

Prepa,ed ,y the Secretariat ,n thxe pre.le- (,/CN.u/CAS. 4/CPH/4). It was

noted that the prineipal proolo-, was to find the no.ads and that two solutions,

at least, wore possible (a) on the hasis of administrative lists of the

social units - chi.fdo.s and trx.es - to endeavour to find them and to

enuD1erate the, there ;(*) to appoint an enumerator who would travel wxth the

nomadS. It was agreed that .ore stud, of this important pro.le, was reared.

19. The importance of finding a satisfactory method of counting nomads was

■evident in the estimates of their number shown in the working paper, and the

proportion .hioh they form of total population. The magnitude of the problem

and its implications on the accuracy of thc census results in the countrxes

concerned led to the conclusion that countrios should push for the extension

of administrate services to nomads (in the hope that this .ould eventually

solve the statistxeal problem), and in thc meantime continue to attempt to

develop more reliable estimates of their numters.

20 Ite role of the census of population in an integrated programme of

data collection was recognised by the Group, particularly in respect of xto

cenneXxon with civil registratxon and vital statistics Attention was drawn

to the conclusions of the Seminar en Vital 3tatistxcs (OT document B/CN.14/CAS.4/
TS/14) *ere the necessity of developing a reliable system of vital statxstxes

to supplement the census was emphasized. However it was suggested that some

types of integration might be inadvisable, such as the direct compilatxon of

the electoral roll in the census field inquiry, because of the effect thxs

secondary purpose might have on the quality of the census results.
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Planning, organization and administration of a population census

21. The principles of "Planning, .Organisation and Administration of a Population

Census" set forth in Part II of V^N. 3/330 were considered applicable to the

African situation. Particular attention rfas given to the administrative organiza

tion aspects, specifically to the need to provide a continuing authority for

census work in each country of the African region and of assuring tha't the

results of the census have official status. ' After considerable discussion

the Group agreed to recommend that efforts be made to set up a permanent central

census office at a high level of government and that trained statisticians be

given complete responsibility for the technical aspects of the census. '

22. Attention was also given to the need for publicity for the census and for

establishing the legality and official nature of the operation in such a way

as to achieve the highest degree of public co-operation.

23. Considerable attention was paid to the problem of mapping as an aid to

complete and unduplicated enumeration* It was pointed out that what was needed

was simple sketch maps of the terrain which could bo interpreted by enumerators

. at the local level. Such maps were considered to be of great value for

establishing the boundaries of enumeration districts to avoid over and/or under

counting and it was recommended that efforts be made to provide them well in

advance of the enumeration so th-t enumerators might familiarise themselves

with their areas before census day. ' ■

24. The need for standardizing pl?ce names in African countries was emphasized.

It was pointed out thr-1 the same pl,--Ce name is often spelled in more'than one

■way., and that a place may have more than one recognized name-. The group

therefore recommended that work should be undertaken in this area before the

next round of censuses.

25o Attention was drawn to the n^,d for nskltLg census results available

both in published and unpublished form to meet the needs of potential consumers.

It was emphasized in this connexion that publications and unpublished tables

.should both be identified at least with the name of the country and the date

.of the census, concerned. In addition, publications should carry a full biblio

graphic reference including date and place of issue as well as the issuing

agency. It was also noted that census schedules often lacked identification

and care should be taken to remedy this in the 1970 censuses.
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Use of sampling in a -population census

26. During the pro coding decade, sample surveys ■■fore used in a large number

of African countries, as a substitute for population census, to obtain the

population size and its principal characteristics. A stage now seems to have

been reached in these countries where a population census was deemed not only

desirable but" also feasible. Only one participant indicated that in his country

it would still be necessary to count on a sample basis some segments of its

population.

27. Apart from the above use of sampling ^s a substitute for a complete

enumeration, the Group generally endorsed the principles and recommendations

set forth in document jj/ON.3/330 for using the sampling technique both as an

integral part of the planning, execution, analysis and evaluation of the

census as well as for the use of the census as a sampling frame for subsequent

sampling'enquiries.

28. Preconditions of acceptable sample operations. It was recognized that

a necessary feature of an acceptable sample plan is a statement of the precision

desired in sample estimates, in terms of the sampling errors. A probability

sample survey with highly trained enumerators enables one to improve the accuracy

of the data and to measure the sampling errors.

29. -?o this purpose, judicious use has to be made of the resources in expert

knowledge and equipment. One encouraging feature mentioned was that complex

and more efficient sampling designs might now b^-.adopted if ■ computers were-

available. For this and the formulation of suitable sample designs, the

assistance of the United Nations could also be sought wherever necessary.

Mention was also made of the utility of adopting s self-weighting sample

design that permits tabul .tion on simpler machines.

30. For selection of the sample units from a frame, it :rs endorsed that

such a frame should be accurate, free from omissions and duplications, adequate

and up-to-date. The method of keeping a frame of dwelling units up-to-date in

one country was described. The use of a list of small areas, with identifiable

boundaries, was endorsed as a suitable frame, one.particular advantage being

that in a post-enumaration check, the sample units might be chosen beforehand.

..-Wl*..
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31. Sampling as.an integral part of the census. A number of African countries

used the sampling technique for one or more" phases of the last round of popu

lation censuses and plan to do so in the next round also. '

32. The choice among several possible procedures for the census operations

(e.g. different types of schedules) can be decided by a pilot surey, the sample

units being preferably selected on a probability b-isis, which might be arranged

as a number of interpenetrating sub-samples. Two particular uses of such a

pilot study were mentioned, i.e. in determination of the number of enumerators

required and in studies on costs and variability. Should a pilot study bo

found not feasible, it was suggested that the results of neighbouring countries

with" similar conditions might be used. "

33. The enumeration of items in addition to those for which universal coverage

is required may bo carried out ^y using the same enumerators, who would ask the

additional questions from the selected sample units, or preferably using

especially trained enumerators. At the same time account should be taken of

the high sampling errors for items that occur with a low frequency in the

■ population.

34" Jt Was ^cognized that the errors in a complete enumeration can be measured

only by means of concurrent samples, scientifically designed and carefully

executed by properly trained staff. Such post-enumeration checks serve an

additional purpose of aiding census officials in the improvement of subsequent

censuses. The probability sample, although more expensive from the immediate

point of view, haa the advantage of providing a scientific and continuing

basis for future problems of a related nature.

35* Mention was' specifically made of the importance of conducting the sample

survey very soon after the complete census, with the same reference period and

collecting information by an entirely independent group of enumerators. The

use of lists of structures, households or persons already enumerated in the

census, as a frame for the selection of the sample units in the post-enumeration

check was unanimously deplored, and thvt of small areas with identifiable

boundaries, recommended (p?.ra. * 30). One problem in matching the data of the

census and the post-enumeration check mentioned was that of names, and it was

recommended that all the names of a person should bo recorded. The possibility

of utilising vital registers for this purpose was also mentioned. Finally the

importance of reconciling the two sets of data emanating from the census and the

post-enumeration check was emphasized.
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36. The use "of sampling to control the quality of -Vt? processing was also

mentioned. Thi i also ru-^i ct-ioi,iit :-nag.ment of the census operations.

37. tfith respect-to t-bul-ticn cf advanced, provisional results it was noted

that if the census was divia.i inr-o a number of t-mallei randoi;, groups of -—

intur-penotrating siLpl.s, or if .- ;:am]:l. of the census was taken l.vUr, it

would be possible to reauce the lag in the usual census tabulation by processing

only one or more of the sub-sample another advantage would b. the availability

of a good proving .ground for the sampling methods. The 'disadvantage involved

is'the- increase in cost rfhun the sample first tabulated has to be merged into

the total data for final tabulation.

38. A it i> -■■ot normally possible to tabulate fully all the items collected

on the census schedule, sampling might be used to provide detailed cross

tabulations that may be needed for special demographic studies.

Tho unit and pi \co of enumeration f^r_ijjjopul tion census

39. Discussion on the unit of cnumo-iv-tion centred on the definition of a

household for purposes of enumeration. The special problems in the African

region were stressed, ^specially those of the rural are is where polygamous

marriages result^ for e>: mple., in thre^ wives bean; in three separate shelters

but sharing a common kitchcr. - nd toilet, and -fn.r, the .xtended families, which

consist of suver-1 gen,.ration:^ live together in one compound or concession; but

do not cat together.

4C. It was noted that th^ ^ractieo of defining irth,. unit of enumeration is tho

housing unit" and th^ bouseiiol J as cot-rminuj with it, was widespread in the

rural areas of Africa while the international definition of household could be

applied generally in the urban ar^as. In view of the diversities of practice

and the difficulties of identifying households and household heads in the

larger social groups existing in the Al'rican region, it was decided that a sub

committee should be set up to exploit the problems in noro detail and to report

to the next session of the Working Group.:

41. Discussion of the place where persons should be enumerated and counted

made it evident th t in the opinion of the group a de facto census, in which

persons ^re counted in the place where they arc found on the census days was

a desirable concept for censuses in Africa, especially.for countries undertaking

their first census of population. It was acknowledged th-t enumeration of
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nomads on this basis presented ? special problem out tb '.t this need not deter

.countries from adopting the do f~ ct-o concept in practice*

4-2. It was pointed out th-'.t -ven if the census ivt.ro a do facto one ^ the

dc jure count could a] so "bo derived if each person m the household tfyrt,

clearly identified is (a) in pi ic^ of usual residence or (b) temporarily

proscnt. Such distinction., hoover s depends on the- application of a definition

of "residence" and it was noted that there is no standard on this among tho

African countries. Some countries had adopted 6-uionths residence as a criterion.;

oth^r critori?, ranged from 2 to 5 yoa,rsc Still other countries use criteria

based not on tim-.. but en habits of tho individual, that is, whether he had

stopped visiting another place or had stopped sending money there. In view

of the diversities and tho nucd for standardization, the forking Group suggested

th-^t for statistical purposes, countries consider the adoption of 6-r:ionths

absence or presence to distinguish temporary from ^rman^nt residents.

Topics to "be investigated "in a popu] at ion census ' ....

43* It was emphasized tlv.t accur-t^ and efficiunt collection of data for a

limited number of topics, followed by prompt t ibui tion -md publication, is

more useful than tho collection of dat z for an over-aiabi fcioua list of topics

which cannot be properly collected or tabulated.

44- The topics shewn in p.tr*"1. 175 of ij/CI'.i/jiC ^hich rf^rc to serve as a basis

for the development of regicn-,1 Ii,.t3; wxr^ described ->3 thosv which had emerged

after decades of census ^x^'-ri^r ce a;-; of the gre -itest vduc for both national

and international purposes- Tor convenience of reference, the list v*as divided

simply into "basic topics'' and "other useful to±Aos!\ the forraer being tho3e for

which data are idoot generally needed for ^11 or most of the regions of the worlds

and the latter those which h'.ve proven of interest to a more limited number of

countries. The investigation of the 1 -,ttwr group has a lo:-:er priority and should

not be considered until data on all the basic topics have bee:: made available.

Attention was draun to the f-.ct th^.t the task of the- '/forking Group tfaa to examine

the two international lists in th-light cf their own experience ~nd to develop

from them a list of topics which would bo suitable for investigation in all

African countries. Such a regional list would then provide countries in the

Region with a practical guide for choosing the topics they wished to investigate

in their 1970 censuses.
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45. It war; felt that tliii^ would not permit of va adequate discussion "both of

topics to be investigatea. md. of tabul /tions ;nd it was decided to leave tno

latter to the ni-xt see-ion of th^ forking Group and to concentrate on the

topics. is a first step ;in thi : direction it was \gread that the" African list

should "co ? short one -.rid h 'v^ topic:.- -rr mgod in the order of their importance.

There was "i difference of opinion as to waich types of topics took precedence

and also as to which addition'1 topics should be added to the basic list. After

considerable discussion., it <r~.s d«oiaud to appoint a 3ub-Cor.imittce to deal with

the drafting of a propo^'il for .an Afric ua list. Accordingly, a Sub-Committee to

deal with the drafting of 1 proposal for an African list. Accordingly, a Sub-

Committee was appointed*, consisting of thu delegates from Ghana, Nigeria,* "CAR

and United Kingdom,

46= The. Provisional List duve.J o_yd by the Sub-Commit tee vj:.s described is a

simplified^ desirable and practical one ;:hich .?as licdted to those topics on

uThich information could be obtained by a direct question on the schedule. It

thus omitted those topics described on the L"!T list as "derived".

47-•■ After detailed discussions,, the forking Group adopted the list shown in

para 49 t>e,2 o;/,t which incorporates thi_ f ollcwinr: changes in the list prepared

by the Sub-Committee -. (-) economic, characteristics i-^re movvjd from the second

to the first group, (b) literaoy was combined with education in the first

group and (c) an item on deaths ~oy -igc was included in the second group. Items

on fertility and mortality were included because of the urgent need for such

data., but it was recognized that analytical methods wou] d hrvu to be used to

check the data so obtain: d and to provide substitute measures if the data turn

out to be unsatisf "■ ctory.

48. It .7?,b noted th ".t the List so arranged r:i -de it implicit that individual

and not grouped enumeration was recommended. Moreover<, the relegation of

topics reo_uirod for -\ de .jure census to the optional group implied that de

facto enumeration was recommended.

49- The agreed list ie as 'follows*
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Proyi_sion -1__1 i^ z of Topics .1 cr Inclusion

in the 197'C Hound of African Population

Censuses

asic Priority I-, Topics for incluoi~n in complete censuses

1. 7:^0 =rrn;;;-ic"l location 't Vie ti;:iOi of Ino census

2. Name

3. 3v,:<

4* Ago

5. r>o1.-' tionship to head cf household (not head of fondly)

6c Citizenship and/cr ethnic groups

7- Education and literacy

t. Lconomic characteristies

B-r.sic Priority Us Topics for inclusion in sample surveys whore inclusion

in complete censuses io not considered feasible

9. Birth place

10. Marit-vl st :.tus

11. Total -children "born alive, )

12= Uunfoor of children alive ai; census d^te \ For adult

\ wocien

only

14- Deaths "£>y ago during th>- d-^Ivl, i:::;ntl:s preceding the census

13« Live "births-, during the i,'--Avc ruoriths preceding the census

Jrriority lilt Furthe -hi

15* Religion

16. Residence status (ai- resident f.rt.sent., resident 'ifcsent cr visitor,)

17. Place of previous residence

18. Period of residence

19. TJufiibe-r of wives

20. Physical disabilities

Definition and specification of suggested topics

50. The topics included in the Provisional List .-Je-ro considered in the order

in which they appear m the United Nations Principles and Hecoinmondstions for

:.i Population Census (document E/C1L 3/33C). Tho relevant paragraphs of this

document are notud in parentheses at the beginning of each of the following

sections for convenience of reference„ The summary of the discussion is

intended to supplement the Principle-a ~nd Re^cmmendations "by indicating the

points of special application in the African region =
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51. Affc (parass 176-176)* There was some difference of opinion on the ■

advisability of obtaining ago in completed ycirs rather than asking for

date of birth. It was recommended that the United Nations should sponsor a *r

study of mis-statements of age in African censuses and if possible methods

of improving the data. One particular difficulty in obtaining accurate age

data in the region is th';t age is not generally reckoned according to the

Western system but in many cases according to grades which reflect status

in the community.

52. Meanwhile it was likely that historical calendars would continue to

be used. It is essential that these be prepared at the local level and

that they bo pre-tested in order to measure their effectiveness-

53- It was suggested that in those cases where it proves impossible to

obtain a statement of age or of year of birth., enumerators should record

estimated age in completed years and these could afterwards be grouped into

age ranges suggested in the Principles and Bccommendationss para. 177.

54- Children born alive. (paras. 179-182 )l Accurate replies being difficult to

obtain,it waa felt that probing questions should be asked as oheck of completeness,

55* Citizenship, (p'.ras. IS3-I87). There uas no discussion of this topic.

56. Duration of residence (paras* 190-192), Because of the defects of current

statistics of migration and because of the importance of migration, both

international and internal, in a number of African countries, census data were

especially needed in the region to fill in som- of the existing gaps. Countries

could assist one another by exchanging data on the foreign born while -tabulations

of the foreign born by sex and age could be of value in assessing the accuracy

of the distribution of the population by age. Place of birth could also be of

value in estimating internal migration. The main defect of such information

ia that it does net indicate the distribution of migration over time

Information on duration of residence would overcome this difficulty and, with

adequate planning, could also be used to supply data on the drift of population

from the rural areas to the towns.

57• Efforts arc needed to improve the recording of international migration

and it was thought that, despite the difficulties of recording movements accros

land frontiers in"Africa* there "was scope "for such improvement.
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58. Economic characteristics (paras. 193-215)- In the discussion on this item,

account was taken of the recommendations of the African Seminar on Labour

Statistics-'and the paper prepared by the Secretariat on problems of enumerating

oconomic characteristics of the population in African Censuses (E/CN.14/CiS.4/

CPH/3). In identifying the persons enumerated as active or inactive, the priority

phasing? (a) employed, ("b) unemployed; (c) inactive was endorsed. It was also

endorsed that for persons with more than one economic activity^ information on

subsidiary economic activities may also be recorded.

59. The difficulty of distinguishing employers and own-account workers among

those employed in subsistence agricultural activities was stressed. For

characterizing the family workers, the criterion of working a specified minimum

amount of time (at least l/3 of normal working hours) was endorsed.

60. The difficulty of defining unemployment in situations without specific job

opportunities was mentioned, and it was suggested that in addition to persons

actively seeking work, those who are available and willing for employment and

docla.re so may also be included in the category of unemployed.

61. In the gent T-al African situation, it was felt that no specific minimuin

age limit need be recommended for all the countries, but the choice should be

left to the countries themselves^ on the other hand, caution is also- to be

exercised not to set too lo^ an age limit.

62. The adoption of the week as the time reference period was endorsed;

additional information if necessary may be collected on "usual" characteristics

over a long period* especially for seasonal workers; and persons "with a job
4

but not at work" nay} if necessary^ be shown separately.

63. The importance and the difficulty of adapting to-African conditions the

International standard Industrial Classification of all Economic Activities

(iSIC)j approved by the United Nations, and tho International standard

Classification of Occupations (ISCO) rccommendud by thu International Labour

Office, wore mentioned. It was noted that the ILO is currently undertaking

a revision of the latter and will take specific account of African conditions.

The Statistical Office of the United Nations had OQbarked on a revision of the

ISIC, but it was unlikely that the revised version would be ready before 1970.

1/ Economic Commission for Africa, Report of the African Seminar on Labour

Statistics (E/CN.14/330; S/CN.14/CAS.4/LS/15). """
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tho higher levels ana partly because this ic in seme- countries a transition

period in which educational syst^s ,re changing. Hovruvcr, it ^3 agreed

(a) that education in certain types of religious schools should be excluded ^

altogether as it did not cover tho rural 'school curriculum: (b) education

preceding the first level should be recorded as a separate category; and

(c) that efforts be msde to obtain cist a on education at the first, second

and third level, if not directly at least byconversion from local terminology.

Tho latter could be effected by recording the grade completed within each

level, provided that sufficiently detailed description is gi'/cn in the text

accompanying the tabulations. 3ata on vocational training ,/ere regarded as

important for tho region.

65. Where ther. were especial difficulties, such as recent changes in.the

educational system, a question on number of years of full-time schooling

might be used in preference to a detailed classification by grade and level.

66. Ethnic groups (par-s. 221-222). Tho Jerking Group considered that

"customs' of dross or cairn;" should not bo investigated in .Africa.

67. Head of household, rel ^ionsi.lT: to (pa^s 232-234)= The definition

of head of household —0. '.-.cccj.Ud, although in some countries it would not

be difficult'to determine the head 01 tho household on the basis of economic

responsibility. Th. procedure for spe-cii'yin^ relationship to the head.of _ ■

tho household given in p,,ra. 233 ^ consid.r.d too 1 ongthy and the forking ;:

Group in general preferred that a husband, his wife and their unmarried

children should be listed consecutively on the schedule. The following is

an example of the suggested orders 1. Huad
2, Wife

3, Son (unmarried)

■4= Laughter (unmarried)
5. Son (married)
6. >Jife (of 5) ■
7. Daughter (of 5 and 6,

etc.
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68. Literacy (paras. 238-244)- Literacy should be dc.finod,_ as in the _ v.

Principles and Recommendations, without reference to the language in which

literacy has been achieved. However* because of the importance in some

countries of particular langu^cs, i-t might b. desirable to make an additional

incuiry into the language(s) in which "each person claimed to "be literate.

69. The .-forking Group recognized the problems of poseibl- inaccuracy in

replies to questions on literacy but considered that testing was too time- -

consuming to "bo recommended in a complete enumeration.

70. Locality (parae. 2^2-244)° The consideration of locality is necessary

in relation to tho broader concert of geographical location which is the

first item of the provisional List of Topics given in para. 49 above. The

definition of a locality .presents difficulties in those parts of Africa

where population is dispersed rather than clustered, and there is sometimes

a confusion between locality and administrative unit, a confusion which it

da desirable to avoid. It is important to collect data on population clusters

in order to show the present extent of concentration of settlement and, in

the future, to trace changes in this pattern. The smallest unit should be-

adequately defined (or described) in the census instructions and report.

Data for enumeration arc \s have a ri^l statistical value*, but since the

enumeration area is an artificial concept, it is still necessary to obtain

data for the population clusters so that they can be distributed by size.

71. "Farm hamlet" should be substituted for "farmrt in lino 5? para. 242.

72. Marital Status (parus. 249-253). The forking Group took note of the -

Secretariat paper on the collection of st .tistics- of marital status in Africa

(3/CN.I4/CAS.4/CFH/5) and endorsed ttu; recommendations made therein,, The

variety of marriage practices is -a complicating factor and it is necessary

to take account not only of marriage laws (para. 249 of Principles and

Recommendations) but of custom in defining marriage in Africa, Despite this

complexity, it was agreed that the 4 categories of Single (that is never

married), Married, Widowed and Divorced were adequate for a simple statistical

investigation of marriage. Those in stable de facto unions should be regarded

as married. It is essential that the terns be clearly defined in the census

of each country.
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73. It is not desirable to attempt too^much refinement in regard to divorce

and separation because of the consensual unions 1 the difficulty of obtaining

accurate information on the dissolution of such unions might be serious enough

to impair the value of the results.

74. Additional topics which certain countries might wish to investigate were

(a) the number of wives of each adult male and (b) the type of marriage.

75. Place of birth., place of previous residence and place of usual residence,

(paras. 254-262). There was general recognition of the potentialities of

such data as a source of information on migration, especially the drift to

the towns. Migration from one rural area to another could also be effectively

investigated by such means. Tabulations might become very detailed and should

be carefully designed to minimize the work load needed to produce the required

information.

76. Because many women deliver their babies while away from their usual

place of residence (for example, in th^ir mother's home or in hospital), the

Group thought that each person should report the usual place of residence

of his parents <?t the time of his birth.

77. Sex, Mention was made of a tendency to report female children as males

and in some cases to omit an entry for sex. At the editing stage, checks

for consistency with other data should be made, and all persons for whom

there is no entry as to sex should be allocated to one or other category.
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III. CENSUSES OF HOUSING

General problems of'housing inquiries and recent experience in Africa

78. The Working Group considered document E/CN.14/CAS.4/CPH/7 which

analyses African housing surveys and/or censuses carried out over the

last decade. It also noted the recommendations of the representative

of ECA Housing Section who stressed the necessity of taking into

consideration the charac"teristics~biT African housing and" "the

peculiarities of living conditions in Africa.

79. In view of the wide range covered "by housing inquiries,, the

difficulties involved therein and the limited means and resources in

African countries., the Working Group had' certain reservations

regarding the feasibility of complete implementation of the 1970

World Programme in Africa. It was therefore decided to adopt the

concept of a minimum programme.

80. Ihe necessity for the integration of population and housing

censuses in 1970 was stressed for a number of reasons including the

following;;- . .. -

(a) the complementary nature of the censuses,

(b) their common characteristics;

(c) the saving in costs of a joint operations

(d) the reduction in staff requirements.

81. It was realized that the statistical services had not always

participated very actively in housing surveys and the need for these

services to control and direct such surveys, in the 1970 programme,,

in collaboration with technical services (such as housing town-

planning departments) was recognized. In this connexion, the Working

Group stressed the importance of thorough training of field staff

and proper preparation by efficient publicity canpaigns of the

population to be investigated.
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c<".. It ^^a. -;; ^,at UOi,:^:. ctn^-i. oh^jL- i^oladc rural zones

as "..ell as i.;rban zones.; sin;e In/e;.. ■oiga-.iour; in the rural sector make

it t.osLvibi-. -o ?,jj(,s,; oo3io-eoouomic change; afiecting- traditional

kou^in^. it ..as considered tLat a :nini;:a.n: programme similar to that

suggested in aocument L/C"'.l^^^o.^/CPil/; should be adoptee, and that

sampling procedures could be used to advantage in botn ru:

Principles and recommendations for a housing census

83. As a guide to tne formulation of regional recommendations for

the 1S70 censuses of housing; the forking Group had before i*t the

ILiT. Principles and Recommendations for a Housing Census^ x'raft

Recommendations for the 1970 Censuses (U.IJ. document E/CIT.3/332),

vrtiich had bec.n prepared for the consideration of the Statistical

Commission at its 13th session,

64. It -.as pointed cut that 'ihese Principles were a revised version

cf the General Principles for a Housing Census published in 195^ and

that they "were 1oa.;e"d" on a study of Rie thodological material on housing

CR'r^j.-i^a roc iv-od from Governmcn V; an i o\.\ the analyses of country

e::per.L.jrice prsuai-ed foe rue regional Conference of Statisticians.

Account has il jo b-.--n ta.."cn of the conclusions of three regional

s<" -■Lo.'^yz ora: .n:_2^~-d oy trie IJrii .b'i Nations on the st-a tistics required

for formulating Lousing progra:/-'es0 Tliese seminars, held successively

for European, La, Lin American aad Asian participants, reached

substantial a^re^m^n'i, on tne statistical requirements and the source

of these da La? ar. a th^se conclusions have been reflected in the

Principles and llecommenla tions.

b'j. To orient discussion, it was stressed that the world

recommendations are designed to constitute a common denominator which

will need to be elaoora^i and amunced to :..,Kt account 01 special

circumstances in some regions» S--;vertheIe-ss? it should not De

forgotten thai, since they represent the conclusions of successive
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international and. regional groups concerned with various aspects of

housing and the collec tive experience of a wide variety of countries9

they have already been foil owe d to a large extent, and this should be

borne in mind in evaluating their praoticali ty and applicability to

most existing situations.

86. It was noted t,hat Lhe document was organized in the same way as

the Principles and Reco inundations for a Population i Census (U.Jl. document

L/CIw 3/33O) into 7 parts- Part..I. deals with the ■ definition "and

essential features of a housing census; Parts II cc III touch only

briefly on the administrative aspects and have been treated more

extensively in the Recommendations for a Population Census. Parts IV>

V, VI and- VII arc concerned"'with the units of enumeration^ the

classification of housing" units,, the topics to be investigated and the

tabulation programme respectively. Because of limitations of time., the

Working Group discussed only Parts I to VI,, leaving tabulations for a

tutu re* sb ssion 0

Definition,, objective and essential features of a housing census

87. There was general agreement that these Principles were applicable

to the African region, but it was suggested that it might be well to

clarify in para. 17 that not only "places in which people live"

V occupied housing units) were to be included in the inventory but also

places in which people can live (vacant housing units), The difficulty

of recording "homeless persons" through a housing census was also

mentioned,, though it was agreed that in view of the magnitude of this

problem in estimating housing needs in the region, the need to find a

way of estimating the number of persons without- shel-ter of any kind,

should not be overlooked.
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Planning, organization and administration of a housing census

88a The Principles in this part concerning preparatory work.,

enumeration, data processing, analyses, evaluations., dissemination of

results, and systematization of census experience were considered

suitable for the region. It was noted that the Principles involved

were those applicable to almost any field inquiry of the census type.

89- In connection with preparatory work, aerial photographs had been

found useful in some countries for spotting the housing units to be

investigated. It was noted, however^ that they are only of supplemental

assistance, in the same way as maps assist in identifying the units of

enumeration,,

Use of sampling in a housing census

90. It was recognized that the same principles and recommendations as

for a population census would also apply here. It was recommended that

the unit- of sampling for the'post-enumeration eheck of a housing census,

as that for a population censusj should be small areas with identifiable

boundaries. For collecting additional information, and for subsequent

enquiries, the ultimate sample units may be housing unitss in the

latter case, fresh listing of all the housing units within the selected

areas should be made. Mention was also made of the possibility of using

records from local authorities where the se exist.

Units of enumeration for a housing census

91- Discussion of this part of the draft recommendations centred

round the need to define a housing unit and a household in simple

terms which could easily be interpreted by an enumerator under African

conditions and in this connection a suggestion was made that the concepts

should be coterminus. However, it was pointed out that although in

rural Africa, most housing units are occupied by a gxoup of persons who

are related to each other by blood or marriage, sharing the same

living arrangements, this is not always the case especially in urban areas
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It was emphasized that in .ci.tie.s, -it-is normal for. unrelated groups of

persons to share the same housing unit dividing the available space,

cooking separately and so forth. Thus, a coterminus definition would

not "be appropriate if the objective of the housing census is to obtain

information on the appropriateness or sufficiency of the housing supply

in terms of groups of persons who would normally "be housed separately.

92.■ It was also pointed out that the situation in Africa was

complicated by the system of arranging housing in groups^ variously

known as "compounds", "concessions" or "enclosures", comprising a

number of separate buildings, some used for living and some for storage

or other purposes? and which may be occupied by one or more households.

93* After a lengthy discussion of the difficulties of determining

the best approach for African countries, it'was agreed that"the'subject

required further study.

Topics to be investigated in a housing census or sample survey

94= In order to facilitate the procedure^ the forking Group appointed

a Sub-committee to prepare a provisional list of topics to be included

in (a) a housing inquiry conducted at the same time as a general

population census and (b) a more detailed inquiry specifically devoted

to housing. The Sub-committee consisted of the delegates 'of France,

Guinea, Madaga sc ar, Morocco and the U. A. R.

95* After lengthy discussions tlie. Working Group...adopted a.list of

topics, based on the report of the Sub-committee "but including no

additional items (Occupancy and Structural Type), The list is shown

in para. 96. The first 1? items of this list would constitute a

minimum programme for a housing inquiry integrated in a general census

of population in the 1970 programme. The complete list of 22 subjects

would supply the programme for a more intensive survey of African

housing to be carried out, in most cases, by sampling procedures.

The list given below includes certain specifications made by the
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Sub-committee and considered ^o le necessary to the interpretation of

the items in the African regions.

96. Provisional list of topics for inclusion

in a housing census or sample survey

Topic Specifica bions

1. Location

2 = Occupancy

3. Type cf housing uni

4. Structural type

5- Original purpose of housing

unit

6. Use a-; The ti::ie of the cen.su;

7 - Tenure

8. Water supply

9. tf.C.

10. Kitchen

11. Lighting

12. Sewage disposal

Occupied or vacant

a. Private house" single house or

compound, distinguishing

circular and rectangular

structures

b, Apartment

c- Collective unit^ one room?

a iJ-roup of rooms, etc.

Intended for residence; not intended

for residence(purpose to be

specified) 5 intended for "both,.

Residence a business 5 both

Oi-mer occupied^ rented^ occupied

without rent (to he specifiea),
other ( to "be s

Source to "be specified

Public? private (inside or outside

a. in a room reserved for the

purpose

bo in a room used also for other

uumoses
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Topics Specifications

13- Other facilities To "be specified according to local

needs.

14. Number of rooms . .(a) Total,, (b)-bedrooms.

15- Total number of occupants Classified according to

(a), family units

(b) sex and age

16. Material of walls

17. Material of roof

18. Date of first

construction of housing unit Housing units to be classified by

age= under 1, 1,2,3,4; 5-95 10-19;

20-29^30-39; 40-49; 50 or over (years)

19- Date of last repair Under l,il,2,3>4; and ovp.r (years ago)

20. Builder of unit " Government, private company;, owner

individually, collectively, other

(to be specified).

21. Area of rooms

22. Profession or occupation

97- It became evident in the course of commenting upon the provisional

List that opinion was divided on the priorities to be attached to the

items and it was recommended that further consideration be given to

the question at the next session of the Working Group. Meanwhile the

list should not be too rigidly interpreted but should be taken to.be

merely indicative of the character of the items, each of which oan be

interpreted according to the needs of each country. Moreover, the

Group emphasized the fact that these considerations apply to private

housing units rather than to collective units,
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98. Some participants expressed disagreement with certain definitions

given in the international recommendations contained in document

E/CN.3/332 and in particular to those concerning units of enumeration.

Some delegates think that a certain confusion exists between the

different "basic units as described in the United Nations programme

and that a simplification of definition and a reduction in the number

of units recommended would be welcome. The concepts of the household

and of housing units were discussed at length. Similar comments were

made on Chapter IV, dealing with classification, and opinions remained

divided* -

99. The drawing up of the list of topics for the recommended African

programme was carried out less in terms of the international recommendations

than in direct relationship to certain requirements of African housing.

The investigations of the Working Group and the sub-committee were

concerned principally with private units and most study was given to

traditional private housing units. The necessity of differentiating

between rural zones and urban zones led some of the participants to

recommend the adoption of a specific housing questionnaire for each zone.

The Working Group felt that it might even be advisable to draw up a

special questionnaire for collective housing* units, such as

institutions, - military barracks, boarding schools, prisons, -hospitals,

etc.

100D Special attention was directed to certain important characteristics

such as the type of traditional housing, the purposes for which rooms

or buildings arc used, etc.

Definition and specification of topics

101. Following the procedure adopted above for the consideration of

the Provisional List of topics to "be included in a population census,

the items for inclusion in a housing inquiry are considered in- the

order in which they appear in the United Nations-Principles and

Recommendations for a Housing Census (Document no. E/CN.3/332).
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Likewise? the summary is intended to supplement that o£ the

Principles and Recommendations by indicating the special requirements

of the African region.

102. Type of. Building (paras. 121-122) is to be replaced by Type

of housing unit. The specifications are given in the Provisional

List of topics adopted by the meeting.

103. Cooking facilities (paras. 124-126)= These are 'not to be

investigated as such but the presence or absence of a kitchen should be

recorded by stating (a)whether there is a separate room in the housing

unit used for cooking or (b) whether cooking is done in a room in the

housing unit used also for other purposes. A separate structure (as in

some compounds) used for cooking may be counted as constituting a room

in the housing unit.

104= Electricity (para. 127)* The details are left to each country

to specify as they wish under Lighting (it-.m 11 of the Provisional List

105" Family nuclei (paras. 128-131). The definition in para. 123 was

accepted by the Group.

106. Floor space (paras. 132-135)' Tilt Working Group accepted the

concept of "living floor space" in para. 133(b) since that corresponds

to the item on "area of rooms" in I torn 21 of the Provisional List„

107. Gas. As for Electricity.

108. Household head (para. 139a)= The* definition was accepted.

109* Location of housing unit (para. -140") .'■ The Qroup was in---a-greement

with the content of this section.

Material of construction (of the walls and roof of the housing

unit) (paras. 141-142)= There are 3 cases which must be distinguished"

"buildings which contain a number of housing units (for example?

apartment houses), buildings which consist of a single housing unit
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(private housej)v ana housing units" --hich consist of a number of

separate "buildings (as in a compoundi. Paras. 141 and 142 can be

applied to t".ie second and third of taese without difficulty, but the

first loses a problem. In this cas';, the concept of materials has

greater significance; for ohe whole building' tnan ior each separate

housing unit and the Group recommended that information be recorded

on the materials of tht outer walls and the roof of the whole structure.

111. Occupancy-(para, 143)- This was accepted.

112. Ownership (paras. 145-146). The Uorking Group -included an item

on Tenure and an item designed .to show whether the housing unit was

"built by government or private funds, or by the owner individually, or

on a co-operative basis. This would not give the information referred

to in para. 145•

113. Population - demographic and economic characteristics of (para. 147;

These rfcrc not discussed rince it "."as assumed that .he data would be

available from th<: population census.

114. Rooms - number of (paras. 152-156}- The .forking Group agreed.

that the definition of a room as given in para. 152 could be accepted

as a guide to countries but it was pointed out that the definition

should not bt. toe rigid in parts of- bhe region, sinct housing arrange

ments .nay be very variable and frequently very informal. Hith this

qualification, paras. 152-156 wore accepted. Para. 157 is not

applicable in view of the separate inquiry into iviichenso

s

115. Sewage disposal (para. 158)° This was accepted.

116. Tenure (paras. 159-165).. Hit specifications in the List of

topics are consistent with those in para. 159? though the former are

slightly less detailed..' T;ith this minor qualification the

recommendations of the Principles were endorsed. It was further

suggested that countries with problems such as mortgages, or cases
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of workers housed by their ooipljyors or casts whore the tenure -if the

land is different from that of the housing- unit might give special

attention t., such topics.

117. Toilet facilities (paras. 166-169). Countries might wish tu add

to the information in the Provisional List >f topics by adopting the

recommendation of paras. 166 and 167 relating to flush and non-flush

toilets (including the definition jf "flush"). Certain countries night

wish to add more detail on the type of toilet..

118. Type pf housing unit (paras. 8l to li;2 and para, 170) is

identical with Structural Type which appears as Item 4 --'f the

Provisional List. The Working Greup was concerned primarily with

private housing units and was in provisional agreement with the

classification -f those given in para. 82, though it was c -nsidercd

somewhat detailed, However, since the definition ^f the housing unit

itself was not fully discussed at .the meeting,... .the specification of

structural types not.ds ti be dealt with at the next session of the

Working Group.

119. Water supply system (paras. 193—174)• The Group recommended a

clasoificaxi ,-n into at i^ast (a) piped water in the housing unit

(b) piped water in the building^ (c) pipod water in the locality and

[d) oxher t1 j be specified.

120. " Year proper:! '.d^^f c> nstruction (para. 175)* 1^° recommendation

cf the list of topics was adopted.

121. Agricultural information frara. 177)' The recommendation of para.

177 is "nut identical bux similar to that■referred to in the last item

of the list - that is5 professional activity? which refers to the

principal activity >f thu- household. It is intended to be as simple

a classification as possible but nevertheless sufficient to show

agricultural and other traditional activities as distinct from the

modern sector, e.g. agriculture, husbandry^ fishing, handicraft,

or an activity falling within the m.-'durn sector.
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-i -i f ■ ( ,-,-^■-, i i o\ mv. - -; +.■ n ■■in use '""if
T P9 Onttpff- industries installations l,para. I ( b) - ±a^ lliLL -11 u&^ '

the housing unit ax the ti..;u of the census *ould give information on

cottage industries but not-- >>n -Uiic -installations. - ■

123. Items included in the List but not in the, "Principles and

Recommendations"; (a) Date of last repair (item 19 of the

Provisional List). The specifications shown

in List were accepted.

(b) Builder of unit (item 20 of the List)

See para. 106 above.

.(c) Profession or occupation (Itei; 22 of tho List)

See paras. 115 and 116 above.

124. IteTiS left to the choice of countries acc^rding to local neecis.

Other facilities (item 13 of -the Provisional List). It was suggested

that bathing facilities might be investigated but no specifications

were made.
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■ UOTI; TO SECTIONS II AND III

The definition of a household and its relation to

the housing unit,

125. As noted in para. 40, the Working Group had not "been able to

reach agreement on these questions and the matter was raised again

on the last day of the meeting when it was felt that soi:ie clarification

of views had "been reached.

126. Eventually the -Working Group agreed in substance with the

definition given in para. 149 of the Principles with the modification
p

that trie reference to housing unit be omit tod.

127. The definition actually adopted was to this effects a household

consists o"f one person or a ^r.mp of persons living and eating together,

Normally one household occupies a rousing unit but there nay' ber.cases

(a) where 2 or nore households live together in the one housing unit;

and (b) where one household "ccupies :_;ore than -me housing unit.

128. This position was reached "by a majority ■--pinion though there had

been strong support for the viow that it was more practical in African

conditions, especially in rural areas, to regard the housing unit as

co-terminous with the household.

129. At its next meeting^ the- Working Group may need to consider

more fully the definition of a housing unit, a question which was not

resolved at this first meeting.
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T/. PROGRAMME OF WORK

130. The Working Group discussed its programme of work in terms of

the need to finalize the provisional recommendations agreed upon at

this first session and also the need to arrive at regional

recommendations on these and for a recommended tabulation programme in

time for then; to be useful to countries in planning the censuses of

population and housing to "be carried out around 197°» Certain points

raised at this meeting especially in relation to housing, needed further

discussion before the 197° programme could be finalized. These

included (a) the definition and specification of topics of a housing

unit and (b) the priorities to be attached to the topics to be

investigated in a housing inquiry.

131. It was pointed out that the time table fir development of the

world reconnendations called for a meeting of a group of experts in

March 1966 to consider a revised version of the documents E/CN.3/33O

and E/CN. 3/332. The recommendations of thi~t Expert Group would then

be placed before the Statistical Commission at its 14th session in

October 1966 with the expectation of achieving approval for the

recommendation at that time.

132. In view of the need to have the regional viewpoint clearly

established and available for consideration by the Group of Experts

mentioned in para. 2, it was agreed that the second session of the

Working Group would need to take place no later than February 1966.

It was suggested that the Secretariat seek to arrange such a meeting

in either January or February of 1966. In arranging for the second

session, it was suggested that the Secretariat try to provide a

period long enough to ensure that the agenda would be covered without

undue haste. It was noted that the length of this first session

was somewhat short for consideration of all the topics on the agenda,

especially since many countries lacked experience in housing censuses.
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133* It is expected that a provisional draft of the African

recommendation for censuses cf population and housing will "be

available for consideration "by the second session of the Working Group,

after which it may "be revised, if necessary, for consideration and

approval of- the 5"th Conference of African Statisticians in 1967*
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2. Election of officers
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5- Planning and conduct of housing censuses

6. Programme of work

7. Other "business

8. Adoption of the report
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•■ .-- ANNEX IV

OPENING-STATEMENT BY MR. R.X.A. GAHDIEER, -EXECUTIVE'SECRETARY

■ -■■- "" ■- OP THE ECONOMIC COMMISSION-FOE AFRICA

Ladies and Gentlemen, ,.'.:■ ' '

- ■'■■■■ I have great pleasure • in welcoming you here today to 'the meeting

-of the Working Group on Censuses of Population and He-using, convened

by the Economic Commission for Africa. This, the first meeting of its

kind in the African region, is intended to give to representatives of

African countries the opportunity to formulate a preliminary programme

for their participation in the 1970 World Census Programme.

We are entering the third decade for which census programmes have

been formulated on a worldwide "basis, but for the African region as a

whole it represents the second period of participation. In the ten

years 1955-64 almost every country in Africa conducted a national

population census or survey, a number of them for the first time in

their history. Housing inquiries arc a relatively new field in Africa

as in other parxs of the world but considerable progress has been made

in this respect also. . :

These experiences now provide a background which will enable

African statisticians to recognize some of the difficulties that

have to be faced in such operations and the precautions needed to

ensure that they produce the basic data for research and for economic

and social planning. In order to do this effectively it is necessary

to take account of national needs and of the means of meeting these

needs without sacrificing international comparability. The modern

approach to censuses also emphasizes the need for controlling the

accuracy of the enumeration and the advantages to be gained from an

approach which places census operations in the broader context of

an integrated programme of collection of related data.
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It is the task of this Working Group to examine the special

requirements of African countries for data on population and housing

and to. suggest whether, and to what extent, the international

recommendations may require modification or expansion in the African

region. The United Nations draft versions of the Principles and

Recommendations for censuses uf population and housing will as a result

be adapted to meet regional requirements. After consideration by the

..Conference of African Statisticians and of individual governments, the

1970 Census Programme may he finally endorsed by.the appropriate bodies,

The procedure suggested in the African region is parallel to

that proposed in Europe, in Asia and the Far East and in Latin America.

The result will he the formulation of a programme in each region, and

the revision of the" United Nations worldwide ■prograW to take account
of comments fr->m each region.

I hope that the Working Group will do good service to the'region

by making practical recommendations which take account of conditions

in the region. Moreover I "hope that the Group will suggest means by

which we can effectively assist countries both on the national level

and through international co-operation. ' '""' '"'

I am happy to welcome you to the Economic Commission and I wish

you every success with your meeting.




